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Abstract—Existing privacy measures often conflict with the
requirements of future vehicular networks. First and foremost,
in attempting to achieve local privacy, they interfere with
the primary purpose of vehicular networks: to improve road
safety. Other solutions undermine accountability or introduce
too high overhead to be of practical use. For this reason, proper
privacy protection is disregarded in many field experiments,
proposals, and standardization documents. In this paper, we take
a structured approach to deriving a holistic solution for location
privacy protection in Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs):
Under reasonable assumptions about an adversary’s capability,
local privacy is neither required nor can it be achieved without
compromising traffic safety. Our approach is therefore based
on synchronized time-slotted pseudonym pools and the local
announcing of pseudonym changes. By this, we overcome the
privacy–safety problem while at the same time increasing privacy
for all users. Our system is fully compatible with the requirements
of vehicular networks and current standardization efforts.

I. INTRODUCTION

North America, Europe, and Japan are progressing toward
the age of wirelessly communicating vehicles as an important
part of future intelligent transportation systems. In an effort to
both improve traffic safety and also to bring new applications
to modern vehicles, the American IEEE and the European ETSI
are finalizing standardization documents for the operation of
future vehicular networks. In recent events, the US DOT has
announced its intent to make ad-hoc communication systems
mandatory for new cars [1].

One of the key features in all of these systems is that vehicles
establish a virtual view of their surroundings. This is achieved
by creating so-called cooperative awareness through periodic
(with a frequency of 1 Hz to 10 Hz) broadcast transmissions,
or beacons: In IEEE WAVE and ETSI ITS-G5, each vehicle
informs all other cars in its vicinity (up to 300 m to 800 m [2])
of its current state including its position, heading, and velocity.

These unencrypted transmissions can be received not just
by other vehicles but anyone with a receiver physically close
enough to the sender. An adversary could exploit this and track
a vehicle simply by linking consecutive transmissions. This can
lead to a violation of location privacy of drivers, and through
that also other types of privacy [3].

This privacy problem in vehicular networks has been
understood from the very beginning [4]. The consensus in
vehicular network privacy research is to use changing short-
term identifiers, that is, pseudonyms, instead of static ones

to complicate tracking for any eavesdropping adversary. An
important challenge is to employ a suitable pseudonym change
strategy, i.e., when (or where) a vehicle should change its
pseudonym to maximize its location privacy. A broad range of
these strategies [5] has been proposed since, some of them also
considered in various field trials [6], [7], albeit not always with
the focus necessary to pave the way for a concrete strategy to
become part of standardization documents.

A major obstacle in finding a suitable pseudonym changing
strategy is the fact that there seems to be no agreement in the
parameters [8]: Strategies differ with regard to the adversary
against which they are protecting, how they influence other
applications such as traffic safety, and their compatibility
with other system requirements, such as accountability or
computational complexity. We believe that to make privacy
protection a fundamental part of future vehicular networks, they
have to take into account all these constraints and requirements.
For example, safety applications rely on receiving and linking
periodic messages; any privacy protection mechanism interfer-
ing with these applications is thus unlikely to be deployed.

In this paper, we take a realistic look at the requirements
of envisioned intelligent transportation systems and propose
a holistic pseudonym-based solution that increases privacy
without sacrificing safety:

• We make use of non-overlapping time-slotted pseudonyms
to maximize the overall privacy protection.

• At the same time, we advocate putting an end to chasing
the goal of confusing eavesdropping adversaries, as this is
completely opposite to the primary purpose of vehicular
networks: allowing vehicles to track other nearby vehicles
to avoid collisions.

• We support this claim with a detailed simulation study
based on synthetic mobility and on real-world traces
to show that confusing local adversaries is not possible
without also affecting traffic safety.

Our results give insights into the limitations of pseudonym
changing strategies and consequently allow us to effectively
tackle the privacy–safety trade-off. In addition, our solution
is insusceptible to Sybil attacks and allows for efficient
and privacy-preserving certificate revocation. It is also fully
compatible with the upcoming North American IEEE and
European ETSI families of standards.
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Figure 1. A simplified vehicular Public Key Infrastructure (PKI).

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In
Section II we describe the status quo of vehicular network
privacy systems as envisioned in IEEE WAVE and ETSI ITS-
G5. Here, and throughout the remainder of the paper, we will
also refer to and discuss related work. Section III discusses
the privacy threats of vehicular networks; Section IV explains
the constraints that privacy protection mechanisms must work
within. In Section V we present our solution which we believe is
a viable approach to coping with the location privacy challenges
in VANETs without negatively impacting traffic safety.

II. STATUS QUO: VEHICULAR PKI

Authenticity and integrity are essential security requirements
in vehicular networks. Only authorized devices should be able
to participate in the network and it must be guaranteed that
forged messages can be detected as such. These security goals
can be achieved by means of a Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI) as described in standards of IEEE (1609.2-2016) and
ETSI (102 941). In addition, this PKI is also the basis for pri-
vacy protection through the use of authenticated pseudonymous
identifiers.

A (slightly simplified) explanation of the system is shown in
Figure 1. Vehicles are equipped with a base identity (or long-
term identifier), consisting of a certificate and public-private
key pair (Step 1). This identity is unique to a certain vehicle and
must therefore never be used for car-to-car communication. It
is only used to generate or request pseudonyms (in the form of
pseudonymous certificates) from a Certificate Authority (CA)
trusted by all vehicles (Step 2). If the identity is valid (as
indicated by a signature of the CA) and the information in the

pseudonym request is correct, the CA signs the pseudonyms and
sends them back to the vehicle (Step 3). Each vehicle maintains
a pool of pseudonyms and uses a selected pseudonym as its
visible address, that is, to sign and send messages over the
wireless channel (Step 4). Other vehicles will only consider
received messages if signed with a valid pseudonym.

It is, however, unclear how these pseudonym pools are
organized and how vehicles should select which pseudonym
to use for which transmission. For example, it was discussed
that multiple (or even all) pseudonyms are valid at the same
time and that the On-Board Unit (OBU) of the vehicle can
choose freely or randomly which pseudonym to use. This
introduces the problem of Sybil attacks [9], [10], that is,
one vehicle pretending to be many at the same time, thus
subverting consensus-based approaches to credibility checks.
Other vehicles would have no trivial method of identifying
such an attack, as they cannot link different pseudonyms to
the same vehicle. In earlier work, we have suggested the use
of non-overlapping pseudonyms to avoid this problem [11].

Other proposals for privacy protection include the use
of silent periods, that is, not transmitting beacons after a
pseudonym change [12] or the use of group cryptography [13]
to prevent eavesdropping. However, both of these proposals are
not compatible with the upcoming standards as they interfere
with traffic safety or conflict with the unencrypted transmissions
of periodic beacons. Gerlach and Güttler [14] have proposed
to consider the context of a vehicle to determine when a
pseudonym change can be effective [14], Freudiger et al. [15]
presented their concept of mix-zones, that is, geographic areas
for pseudonym changes [15]. The results presented in this
paper show that these proposals are not sufficient to protect
the privacy of drivers.

As of today, the IEEE and ETSI family of standards do not
recommend a specific pseudonym changing strategy, nor do
they discuss existing solutions. The documents only mention
the need to “use a pseudonym that cannot be linked to [. . .]
the user’s true identity” (ETSI 102 893-v1.1.1) and suggest to
change it frequently “[. . .] to avoid simple correlation between
the pseudonym and the vehicle” (ETSI 102 940-v1.1.1).

Similarly, it is still unclear how pseudonym pools have to
be configured to work efficiently with certificate revocation,
given the potentially large number of pseudonymous certificates
each vehicle carries. Certificate revocation is the process of
invalidating pseudonyms, e.g., when a vehicle is found to
transmit faulty messages. ETSI ITS-G5 does not consider
revocation of vehicular OBUs. Instead, it is argued that
pseudonym pools should be small and the exclusion of certain
vehicles can be achieved by simply not signing new pseudonym
requests from them. The IEEE 1609.2-2016 standard supports
a linkage-based revocation method, which we will discuss in
detail in Section V-C, where we also explain how it benefits
from our proposal.

In conclusion it can be said that, while currently envisioned
systems provide a solid basis for the deployment of privacy-
enhancing technologies, there is a need for concrete recommen-
dations when it comes to the usage of pseudonymous identifiers.



This paper contributes to finding these recommendations by
first identifying the exact requirements and constraints and
then presenting a proposal which we believe satisfies these
requirements.

III. UNDERSTANDING THE PRIVACY CHALLENGE IN
VEHICULAR AD-HOC NETWORKS (VANETS)

In order to properly address the privacy issues in Vehicular
Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs) we have to be clear about the
exact nature of these issues. This includes the type and property
of privacy at risk, the potential adversary, and the attack
channels. Only if privacy risks are exactly defined can a privacy
protection mechanism be designed.

There exist different taxonomies to categorize different
types and properties of privacy. Finn et al. [16] divide
privacy into seven types, namely privacy of person, behavior,
communication, data, thoughts, location, and association. The
lines between the types are blurred, and, through correlation,
violation of one type can lead to the violation of other types
as well. For example, correlation about the location of two
persons can imply information about their association. We
focus on location privacy, as this is the primary privacy type
endangered by the periodic broadcast messages transmitted by
intelligent vehicles.

Pfitzmann and Hansen have defined different properties
of privacy [17]. These include anonymity, unlinkability, un-
detectability, unobservability, and pseudonymity. While all
five are affected by vehicular networks, we concentrate on
the unlinkability property, that is, the inability to link two
messages. We will also show that unobservability, besides
pseudonymity and anonymity, is a fundamental requirement to
prevent tracking.

Looking at the vast literature on privacy protection in
VANETs, it can be observed that there is no general agreement
on who the primary adversary in these systems is [8]. Adver-
saries can be defined among different orthogonal dimensions:
local vs. global, internal vs. external, passive vs. active, static
vs. adaptive, and the amount of prior knowledge. There seems
to be a tendency toward focusing on an external global passive
adversary [8], that is, an adversary that can listen to all
unencrypted communication in the network. In the case of
vehicular networks, this includes all transmitted beacons. We
will show that when considering the primary goal of VANETs,
that is, improving traffic safety, there can be no effective privacy
protection against an omnipresent observer, as traffic safety
and confusing nearby receivers are opposing goals.

The adversary and their strength have to be chosen carefully.
Defending against attackers who eavesdrop on car-to-car
communication to specifically target certain individuals might
be infeasible, as these attackers might as well physically follow
the car in question. Privacy protection in vehicular networks
should therefore focus on the prevention of new attacks and
not on precluding the ones that could be executed anyway. The
chosen adversary model should account for this. We therefore
focus on a local and passive adversary, who sets up one or
multiple receivers (possibly in strategic positions) to eavesdrop

on transmitted beacon messages. The goal of the adversary
is to track all vehicles through the network to create detailed
mobility traces. How these traces are then processed, e.g., by
correlating them with home and work addresses [18], is not
directly relevant, because the goal of the privacy protection
mechanism is to prevent the creation of these traces in the
first place. Considering unencrypted beacons, there needs to be
no differentiation between internal (i.e., other users or service
provider) and external adversaries, as long as the attack is of
a passive nature.

Lastly, it has to be defined through which channel adversaries
obtain sensitive data. Possible channels are observable data,
published data, re-purposed data, and leaked data [19]. We
primarily consider observable data, that is, overheard beacon
messages. Privacy mechanisms protecting this channel will then
implicitly also protect attacks based on re-purposed data and
leaked data, as they affect the possibility to collect overheard
messages. When talking about the privacy implications of
certificate revocation, we also account for attacks based on
published data.

IV. REQUIREMENTS FOR PRIVACY PROTECTION IN
VANETS

Before privacy protection mechanisms can be proposed, it
needs to be clear which use-case specific restrictions apply. Past
field operational tests have shown that only privacy protections
that do not negatively impact other objectives of the vehicular
network have a chance of being deployed without being severely
degraded (to the point of not providing privacy at all).

A. Accountability and non-repudiation

The possibility for an authoritative entity to resolve pseu-
donyms to base identities, that is, accountability, has been
identified as an important requirement for vehicular networks.
IEEE 1609.2-2013 already notes that methods to allow fully
anonymous identifiers “[. . .] might conflict with other goals
such as removing bad actors and supporting law enforcement
access under appropriate circumstances”. In addition, fully
anonymous identifiers would also enable vehicles to plausibly
deny having sent certain messages.

Misbehavior by an authority therefore cannot be made
technically impossible, but has to be tackled legally or by
policy. This means that all privacy protections interfering with
accountability and non-repudiation are unlikely to be deployed
in a real system. One promising approach to address this issue
is separation of knowledge, as already stated in ETSI 102 941-
v1.1.1: it requires multiple entities to collude in order to resolve
a pseudonym.

B. Privacy–Safety Trade-off

One of the biggest challenges in privacy protection of
vehicular networks is the so called privacy–safety trade-off.
Improved traffic safety is one of the primary goals of intelligent
transportation systems. Vehicles receive broadcast messages
from other cars; based on the content of these messages (e.g.,
speed, location, and heading), OBUs can warn the driver and



(semi-)autonomous vehicles can brake. To enable OBUs to
reliably run these collision avoidance systems and other safety
applications, they need to have an exact virtual representation
of the vehicle’s surroundings. This representation can be based
on sensor readings such as radar or computer vision, but also
on car-to-car communication. In the latter case, the goal of the
receiving OBU is the same as for an eavesdropping attacker:
the tracking of vehicles in the vicinity, albeit with different
motives. Confusing a tracking adversary therefore also means
potentially confusing the OBUs of other vehicles. Additionally,
confusing an adversary by changing pseudonyms is rather
difficult, as we will show in Section V-B.

Never must privacy protection in vehicular networks cause
a traffic accident or, even worse, injury or death. The fact
that many people will likely value safety much higher than
privacy in a potentially critical situation has to be accounted
for when developing and deploying pseudonym changing
strategies. This fact disqualifies a large number of proposed
pseudonym changing strategies, most prominently, approaches
incorporating silent times, that is, the omission of beacons for a
certain period after a pseudonym change. Although remaining
silent benefits privacy [12], it was shown that the effectiveness
of traffic safety application is significantly reduced during these
intervals [20].

We believe that the goal of pseudonym changing strategies
has to be reconsidered. Privacy has to yield to traffic safety,
and therefore confusing nearby receivers – other cars and
adversaries alike – cannot be the goal. The pseudonym changing
strategy must be designed in a way that it creates maximum
confusion for adversaries outside of the transmission range
with zero impact on traffic safety.

C. Storage and Computational Restrictions

The tasks envisioned for a vehicle’s OBUs will be demand-
ing in terms of computational power and storage capacity.
The validity of each incoming message must be checked:
this includes verifying the attached cryptographic signature,
checking whether the used public key is on the stored certificate
revocation list, and even whether the contents of the message
are plausible. Applications such as collision avoidance consume
additional computation power. With potentially hundreds of
messages arriving and up to ten beacon messages generated
every second, the resulting computational effort could be
challenging. The vehicle’s pseudonym pool (including the
corresponding private keys) should be stored in costly tamper-
proof storage and, if revocation is supported, all revoked public
keys need to be stored as well. Privacy protection mechanisms
should therefore account for these limitations and refrain from
computationally intensive and storage-heavy tasks if possible.
With the expected increasing computational power of OBUs,
this requirement will possibly be less relevant in the future.

D. Security Implications

The deployed privacy protection mechanisms should not
interfere with the security of the system by opening new attack
vectors. The compromise of one or a few OBUs should not

affect the security of the entire system. If each vehicle maintains
a pool of simultaneously valid pseudonyms, the physical
compromise of one OBU enables a malicious vehicle to pretend
to be multiple cars [10]. This does not affect the security of
the entire system, because the individual attacker could be
identified, but opens an attack vector that would not exist
without the use of pseudonyms. In contrast, if not fully secured,
exchanging pseudonyms between cars [11] would empower one
malicious user to collect pseudonyms and thereby compromise
the entire pseudonym infrastructure. This user could then not
be identified, potentially breaking system security.

V. A PROPOSAL FOR PRIVACY PROTECTION

Based on the above considerations, we present our proposal
for holistic location privacy protection in VANETs, with a
particular focus on fulfilling the requirements of future intelli-
gent transportation systems. Our solution aims at minimizing
the privacy implications caused by the periodic transmissions
of pseudonymous status beacons. We do not address issues
of other layers potentially jeopardizing user privacy, such as
applications that include very specific content (e.g., the vehicle
dimensions) in beacon messages. Our proposal provides a
basis for higher layer privacy protection as it secures the basic
function of future VANETs, that is, cooperative awareness.

A. Non-Overlapping Time-Slotted Pseudonym Pools

The first and most important building block of our proposal is
the use of non-overlapping time-slotted pseudonym pools [11],
[21]. Each vehicle maintains a pool of chronologically ordered
pseudonyms as shown in Figure 2. The configuration relies
only on two parameters, the length of the pseudonym pool and
the validity duration of each pseudonym. We argue that for
optimal privacy protection the pseudonym pools for all vehicles
are synchronized, i.e., they use the same parameters for length
and validity. These parameters also implicitly control the level
of privacy protection and storage requirements.

Assuming synchronized clocks (e.g., via GPS), all vehicles
change their pseudonym at exactly the same time (e.g., at
0:10 AM, following the example in Figure 2). Therefore,
the use of time-slotted pseudonym pools also dictates the
pseudonym changing strategy, and the time of validity controls
the frequency of pseudonym changes. This also implies that
vehicles that are not under adversary surveillance at that point
in time will be using a pseudonym unknown to the adversary
when they re-enter the adversary’s transmission range. The fact
that this is true for all vehicles outside of the adversary’s reach
is an important property of the privacy protection mechanism,
as it maximizes the adversary’s confusion [22].

Pseudonym 1
Monday

12.12.2016
00:00 - 00:10 

Pseudonym n
Sunday

18.12.2016
23:50 - 00:00 

Pseudonym 2
Monday

12.12.2016
00:10 - 00:20 

Pseudonym n-1
Sunday

18.12.2016
23:40 - 23:50 

time

Figure 2. Time slotted pseudonym pool of 1 week length and 10 minute
pseudonym validity.
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Figure 3. A grid scenario consisting of four intersection, road segments
leading to the intersections are 400 meters long. An adversary has placed 4
antennas and is able to fully monitor the scenario.

Another advantage of non-overlapping pseudonyms is that
Sybil attacks are no longer possible, as for each point in
time, a vehicle only has one valid pseudonym. The physical
compromise of an OBU therefore does not introduce new
attack vectors caused by the privacy protection mechanism.
Time-slotted pools also allow for easy estimation and control
of the storage required on the OBU. They further allow for
privacy-preserving and efficient certificate revocation, as we
will show in Section V-C.

Suitable settings for the validity duration and pseudonym
pool lengths need to be based on average trip durations and
capacities of designated OBUs. The more often a vehicle
changes its pseudonym, the higher the likelihood that one
of these changes was not overheard by an adversary. It is
therefore desirable to reduce the slot time as much as possible
with respect to storage requirements and pseudonym requesting
overhead. This can be done without affecting traffic safety, as
we will show in the following section.

B. Solving the Privacy-Safety Trade-Off

We identified the privacy-safety trade-off as one of the
most important factors to consider when developing privacy
protection in vehicular networks. With time-based pseudo-
nyms, we take away the ability for vehicles to control when
pseudonyms are changed. They do no longer have the option
to postpone a pseudonym change until after a critical traffic
situation as their currently used pseudonym is no longer valid.
With synchronized pools between all vehicles, the situation
becomes even more critical. Imagine a busy traffic circle or
intersection where dozens of cars change their identifier at
exactly the same time. In a worst-case scenario, this could
confuse safety applications and potentially lead to an accident
that could have been prevented using properly functioning
car-to-car technology. Even if safety applications are only
very rarely confused by a pseudonym change, e.g., once in

Figure 4. Highway 101 Scenario. Node movement is based on 900 s of
real traffic on a 640 m stretch of Hollywood Fwy near Universal City Plaza,
Los Angeles, CA. Five lanes are running in the same direction, temporarily
joined by a sixth lane in the middle. Traffic was recorded by eight video
cameras and post-processed to derive trace files [26]. An adversary is able to
fully monitor the scenario.

800 meter gap

Figure 5. Freeway blind spot scenario: an adversary set up two access points
on a highway, partially monitoring the scenario, unable to receive messages
from vehicles in the 800 m blind spot.

ten thousand critical situations, the sheer number of vehicles
on the street will lead to cases where privacy protection caused
a traffic accident.

Therefore we advocate to surrender privacy to nearby
vehicles by advertising pseudonym changes, that is, temporarily
adding the last used pseudonymous identifier to new messages
(and sign the message with both old and new pseudonym [23]).
We further claim that this has almost no negative impact on
privacy, as it is almost impossible to confuse eavesdropping
attackers. In the following, we want to back up this strong
claim by an extensive simulation study.

First indications of the difficulty to confuse local adversaries
were given in [22] and [24]. The underlying scenarios, however,
were simplistic and purely synthetic. In our simulation study,
we make use of both real-world traces and synthetic scenarios.
We implemented a modern multi-target tracking algorithm
within our Veins simulation framework [25]. A more detailed
description of this tracking framework can be found in [22].

In total, we investigated three different scenarios. A simulated
combination of four intersections (Figure 3), real-world mo-
bility traces recorded in the NGSIM project [26] on highway
Route 101 (Figure 4), and a stretch of simulated highway
that is only partially covered by an adversary (Figure 5). We
investigate different traffic volumes in the synthetic scenarios,
ranging from nearly empty to almost clogged roads. The
realistic mobility trace features 15 min of versatile traffic,
including jams, traffic shock-waves, and free-flowing traffic.

In all scenarios, the adversary set up access points and tries
to track all vehicles based on the received beacon messages.
The adversary has exactly one chance to guess which vehicle
was which when it leaves the simulation, and the vehicle counts
as tracked if the adversary is correct. Throughout all scenarios,
we measured the tracking fail rate, that is, the chance of a
vehicle evading tracking. A higher fail rate means a higher
level of privacy.
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Figure 6. Chance of evading tracking in the synthetic grid scenario. Plotted
are the averages over all simulation runs. Error bars extend from the 25 % to
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As a first step, we investigated the effect of beacon intervals
and traffic density on the adversary’s capability to track vehicles.
To support our claim that local privacy cannot be achieved
without affecting traffic safety, we configured the scenario
in the best possible way for privacy. Each beacon was sent
with a new pseudonym, completely eliminating the possibility
to link two messages based on the sender address. Further,
the adversary was only allowed to utilize position, speed,
and heading information in the beacons. In a real-world
scenario, information such as the state of the turn signals or
the steering wheel angle would allow much easier tracking [3].
We introduced a position noise of about 4 m, making it hard
for the attacker to detect the lane on which a vehicle is driving.

Figure 6 shows our results. Looking at beacon frequencies
of 1 Hz and 2 Hz, we observe that the chance of not being
tracked is lower than 5 %. We investigated how certain vehicles
evaded tracking and found the primary cause to be packet
loss, rendering these vehicles invisible to the attacker. With
beacon frequencies below the specified minimum frequency of
1 Hz in the IEEE (see SAE J2945/1-2.2) and ETSI standards
(see ETSI 302 637-2-V1.3.0), the level of privacy improved
significantly. With only one beacon every 5 s, the adversary
was no longer able to reliably track vehicles. The reason for
this is that within 5 s vehicles could perform complete turning
maneuvers. This confused the adversary, additionally leading to
error propagation in vehicle assignment. It has to be noted that
these beacon frequencies are far beyond the safety requirement
of vehicular networks [27] and are therefore not a viable
configuration.

The synthetic nature of the intersection scenario could lead to
a false sense of privacy protection. We therefore investigated a
real-world trace recorded during the NGSIM project on the US
American Highway Route 101 [26]. The trace contains vehicle
information at 10 Hz resolution, including vehicle position
and velocity, but not heading, which we added by computing
position difference between two data points. We artificially
created lower beacon frequencies by equidistantly sampling
vehicle information with the desired frequency. Again, the
adversary does not make use of identifiers, tracking solely
using position, velocity, and heading.

0.1 s 0.2 s 0.5 s 1 s 2 s 3 s 4 s 5 s
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Figure 7. Chance of evading tracking in the (fully deterministic) real-world
highway scenario.
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Figure 8. Chance of evading tracking in the blind-spot freeway scenario.
Plotted are the averages over all simulation runs. Error bars extend from the
25 % to the 75 % quantiles.

Results are shown in Figure 7. Vehicles were unable to
confuse our tracking algorithm for beacon intervals of 1 s
and lower. In fact, tracking ’real’ vehicles turned out to be
easier than tracking simulated ones. A possible explanation is
that in the simulation environment, vehicles sometimes behave
unnaturally, disregarding the laws of physics, e.g., by suddenly
turning around or instantly changing lanes. The results further
indicate that at safety compliant beacon frequencies, confusing
an eavesdropping attacker is nearly impossible. This means
that all pseudonym changing strategies that do not alter the
beacon frequency beyond a safety limit will be ineffective.

This confirms our approach to not try and pursue privacy
to nearby vehicles and instead fully concentrate on privacy
protection when and where an adversary is not eavesdropping.
The time in which a vehicle’s transmissions cannot be overheard
by an adversary must then be used effectively to increase the
level of location privacy. To confuse an attacker, not only must
a vehicle change its own pseudonym before re-entering an
area covered by an adversary, but, ideally, many vehicles will
have done the same to maximize confusion for the adversary.
We illustrate this effect by investigating a synthetic freeway
scenario, where an adversary set up two receiver stations with
an 800 m wide radio blind spot in-between. In this scenario,
vehicles will use pseudonyms for more than one message and
the adversary will exploit this by linking messages based on
the used identifier. Pseudonym changes are not synchronized,
i.e., vehicles change pseudonyms independently.



Figure 8 shows our results, comparing different pseudonym
validities. As a ground truth, we show that without pseudonym
changes, i.e., tp = ∞, vehicles enjoy no privacy as tracking
becomes trivial. With shorter times of pseudonym validity,
the tracking fail rate considerably increased. Not being able
to monitor lane changes and overtaking maneuvers in the
blind spot makes it observably difficult for the adversary to
re-identify vehicles that changed their identifier. At the highest
traffic volume, a 50 s validity caused about 80 % of all vehicles
to change their pseudonym in the blind spot. More than half
of these vehicles could not be properly re-identified by the
attacker, emphasizing the need for synchronous pseudonym
changing to maximize attacker confusion.

Our results clearly show that confusing a local attacker is
not possible at beacon frequencies necessary for the reliable
operation of traffic safety applications. This leads to the
conclusion that our proposal is in fact not sacrificing local
privacy, but merely taking into account that local privacy and
traffic safety are not compatible within the parameters of IEEE
WAVE and ETSI ITS-G5. Even if they were compatible and
an adversary had no means to link two messages based on
their address or content, it was shown that physical layer
fingerprinting attacks can completely bypass privacy protection
mechanisms [28]. Locally announcing pseudonym changes has
therefore only marginal impact on privacy protection, yet, it
completely overcomes the privacy–safety trade-off problem.
This proposal does also not introduce new attack vectors
on privacy: vehicles close enough to receive two or more
pseudonym change announcements from the same vehicle are
most likely also close enough to visually see this vehicle. To
track a vehicle based on pseudonym change announcements
either requires global knowledge of all sent messages or to
physically follow the vehicle, which can be done regardless of
any car-to-car communication.

In terms of overhead, our proposal only requires one addi-
tional certificate verification for each nearby vehicle when a new
time slot starts. As soon as a vehicle could cryptographically
prove that it owns both old and new pseudonym, receivers do
not have to check both signatures anymore.

C. Pseudonym Revocation

Revocation is the process of the CA excluding certain
vehicles from the vehicular network by distributing a so
called Certificate Revocation List (CRL) containing their valid
pseudonyms. The reasons to revoke a vehicle’s pseudonyms
include the intentional or unintentional transmission of false
messages or a change in ownership [29]. This is a challenging
process with regard to both efficiency and privacy. Revoking a
large number of vehicles results in long CRLs, and putting all
pseudonyms of a vehicle on a list allows others to link these
pseudonyms. Therefore, the published CRL must not include
past pseudonyms that are no longer valid to preserve backward
privacy of revoked vehicles.

We propose the use of linkage values as first introduced
in [29], refined by [30], and later by [31]. The idea is to not
simply publish a list of revoked pseudonyms, but to enable

κv κ2v κ3v · · ·

C1
v C2

v C3
v · · ·

h(κv) h(κ2v) h(κ3v)

e(κv) e(κ2v) e(κ3v)

Figure 9. Graphical representation of approach based on linkage values.

vehicles to compute this list based on publishing a secret key
and the number of revoked pseudonyms. To this end, each
pseudonym certificate is attached a linkage value Ci

v, where
i is the certificate number and v is the vehicle. These values
are linked by a known cryptographic hash function h(·) and
a vehicle-specific secret key κv only known by the CA. The
linkage value Ci

v can be computed by encrypting κiv using the
known symmetric encryption function e(·) (see Figure 9).

Assume a vehicle v holds n pseudonyms, and the CA wishes
to revoke this vehicle’s future pseudonyms from certificate j on.
It computes κjv by hashing the stored secret κv repeatedly j−1
times (see Figure 9, top half). By publishing κjv and the number
of revoked pseudonyms n− j, each vehicle can compute all
revoked linkage values Cj

v . . . C
n
v and store them internally

on the OBU. Because certificates contain the linkage value,
cars can then check each received message against the stored
CRL and discard the message if it was sent using a revoked
pseudonym. Due to the irreversibility of hash function h(·),
linkage values of older pseudonyms < j cannot be computed,
thus preserving backward privacy for the revoked vehicles.

This mechanism benefits from the use of time-slotted
pseudonym pools, as they introduce a chronological order and
a clear partition into past, current, and future pseudonyms. It is
then trivial to identify which pseudonyms have to be revoked
and it can be guaranteed that at the time of revocation only
one revoked pseudonym could have been already used by the
revoked car. It therefore offers both efficiency and backwards
privacy, clearly outperforming traditional CRL approaches.

The use of linkage values has been adapted recently in the
IEEE 1609.2-2016 standard. To further reduce overhead, only
deltas instead of the entire CRL can be distributed.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we took a structured approach to deriving a
holistic solution for location privacy protection in VANETs.
For this, we carefully selected which aspects of privacy the
solution should preserve and which (realistic) adversary model
and attack channel it should consider. We conclude to defend
location privacy against local passive adversaries operating a
broad (but not global) network of channel sniffers. We then
reviewed which real-world restrictions must be adhered to by a
solution for the defense of users’ privacy. Most importantly, we
identified low overhead (in terms of data size and computational
complexity), maintaining accountability of senders, as well as
an overruling need to not interfere with traffic safety.



We showed that, under reasonable assumptions about an
adversary’s capability, local privacy is neither required nor can
it be achieved without compromising traffic safety. We base
these conclusions also on the results of extensive simulations
utilizing a realistic attacker model, applied to both artificial
vehicle movement and real-world movement traces.

Consequently, we propose a system consisting of three key
components: First, using synchronized time-slotted pseudonym
pools, that is, using multiple pseudonyms for communication of
which only one is valid at any given time. This simultaneously
limits storage overhead and maximizes adversaries’ confusion
as well as wards against Sybil attacks (unlike overlapping
pseudonym systems). Second, making pseudonym changes
visible to direct neighbors, simply by briefly including old
pseudonyms after a pseudonym change. This cancels out any
negative impact of the proposed system on users’ safety without
sacrificing privacy; as we have shown a local adversary can
easily follow pseudonym changes anyway – either by corre-
lating message contents or by observing physical properties
of the transmission. Third, time-slotted pools work well with
highly efficient revocation schemes and allow for the preserving
of backward privacy. In summary, we overcome the privacy–
safety problem while at the same time increasing privacy for
all users. Our system is fully compatible with the requirements
of envisioned vehicular networks.
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